We offer the program
of partnership with
Musica Viva Orchestra

The aim is to unite our efforts and make
classical music accessible for everyone.
Beauty will save the world and we will
unite to save the beauty!

The partners of the Orchestra,
the biggest concert halls in Moscow
Moscow Philharmonic Society

The Philarmonic society is working on giving the opportunity to the audience to be part of the worldwide musical process,
presenting the greatest musical phenomena in the world as well as realizing the creative potential of the Russian musicians.
All those factors contribute to the formation of the musical environment for both musicians and audience. It is the variety
and the quality of the musical instrumental culture that defines the general cultural level of the country.
MOSCOW INTERNATIONAL PERFORMING ARTS CENTER

This is an independent producers association which organizes concerts of Russian and foreign symphonic orchestras,
chamber ensembles, instrumental soloists, opera and ballet soloists, theatrical, jazz, pop and folk ensembles.
It has three halls - Svetlanov Hall, Chamber Hall and Theatre Hall. They host concerts and performances, big international
forums and recitals, presentations and festive events, conferences and corporate meetings.

Tchaikovsky Concert Hall
Tchaikovsky Concert Hall is more than 70 years old. Its building, on Triumphal Square, at the intersection
of Tverskaya Street and the Garden Ring, was constructed on the site occupied at the beginning of the
20th century by the famous Bouffe-Miniature Theater of Charles Aumon.
Tchaikovsky Concert Hall, located on Triumphalnaya Square, is one of the biggest concert halls in Russia.
It is the Moscow Philarmonia's main concert platform seating 1505 people.
As of the beginning of the XXI century Tchaikovsky Concert Hall is considered to be the main concert hall
of the Moscow Philarmonia. 300 concerts, attended by 350 000 Moscovites and visitors of the
capital, are held in it every year.
Tchaikovsky Concert Hall has been chosen to hold Moscow Philarmonia's exclusive cycles including the
Musica Viva's cycle "Masterpieces and Premieres"

Tchaikovsky Concert Hall

Philharmonia-2
Philharmonia-2 its brand new concert hall. The venue is located at Grand Concert Hall of Moscow Olympic
Village (Michurinsky Prospekt 1, Olympic Village).
Philarmonia-2 in the Olympic village was opened on the 23 December 2014. It got its name due to the
fact that it has become one of the main concert platforms of the biggest and the most influential Russian
manager in the area of academic music - the Moscow State Academic Philarmonia.
The Rachmaninov Hall is equipped with module acoustic basin which provides perfect sound for both
symphonic orchestras and chamber ensembles. The stage is easily transformed. It is equipped with
lighting and sound systems and it has full scale theater backstage, which is beneficial compared to other
concert halls.
The infrastructure of the Philarmonia-2 is also thoroughly planned. There are comfortable cloakrooms,
foes, information stands, buffets and cafes for the audience.
The hall seats 1040 people.

Philharmonia-2

Great Hall of the Moscow
Conservatory
Great Hall of the Moscow Conservatory is one of the most famous concert
halls in the world.
Beautiful decoration, convenient location and its amazing acoustics, which
is the most important for musicians, gained it the well earned reputation
of the best concert hall in Moscow and in Russia.
Due to its acoustic features The Big Conservatory Hall is considered to be
one of the best in the world. Worldwide famous soloists and musical
ensembles perform here.
The hall seats 1673 people.

Great Hall of the Moscow
Conservatory

Zaryadye Hall
The capacity of the Grand Hall of Zaryadye is 1600 seats. Music in different styles
– classical, barocco, jazz, contemporary compositions – is going to be performed
on its stage by the best musicians of our era.
The Small Hall, with its 400 seats, will be used for different educational events,
chamber concerts, theater plays, and experimental projects for contemporary
audience. All the halls of Zaryadye will host theater plays, concerts, and
educational programs for children of all ages.

Zaryadye Hall
Grand Hall

Small Hall

Our offers to the partners
If you become our partner we are ready to offer you:
·
Putting the logo of your company
On invitations (and envelopes) to our concerts for honorable guests
On our Orchestra web site www.musicaviva.ru: on "Partners" page, including the link to the website of the partner, on
"News" and "Events" pages, including the information about concerts.
On our orchestra's social networks pages
On all our print media materials ( adverts, flyers etc)
Opportunity to place advert banners, stands, roll ups and other company's advertising material in the foe of the concert
halls on the day of the concert.
·
Advert page of our partner in the booklets for our concerts.
·
Participation of the leaders of the company in the press conferences before concerts
·
Expression of gratitude to your company
In the audio address to the audience before the concert
In all publications and tv appearances (tv, radio, articles)
Presenting the letter of gratitude from the management of the orchestra on the day of the concert on stage
·
Free invitations to our concerts for the management of the company
for the VIP seats in the stalls for the concerts of the season in the best concert halls of Moscow
·
Buffet reception after the concert for the management of your company with the soloists of our orchestra
·
Free performance of our orchestra or our soloists ensembles at the festive event organized by your company during
the concert season for the audience of your choice

